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Designer Doorware’s Bullet+Stone Hardware 
Celebrates the Contrast of Concrete and Metal 
 

Lever handles and knobs combine raw concrete with sumptuous 
metals into a striking, elegant collection suited to historic and modern 
aesthetics 
 
 
(Beverly Hills, CA, March 7, 2019) Designer Doorware brings together two timeless 

classics–concrete and metal–in the Bullet+Stone collection of door hardware. 

The handles and knobs merge the rough and cold aesthetic of reinforced 

concrete with sumptuous and eye-catching metals. The resulting visual and 

tactile experience allows users to observe both finishes simultaneously, 

amplifying and bringing to light the contrast between them.  
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Handcrafted with an artisanal concrete mixture specially formulated for durability, 

texture, and sustainability, Bullet+Stone pieces offer the variations of shade, 

color, and natural imperfections that define rough, exposed concrete. Each 

concrete form is backed with solid brass fittings in a handful of finishes ranging 

from Satin Black Chrome to Polished Nickel to Florentine Bronze in a medium or 

dark tone.  

 

“The look and feel of concrete is enduring in architecture, and the Bullet+Stone 

collection offers an update on this timeless classic by melding the cool, raw 

material with warm, luxurious metals,” explains Joseph Di Benedetto, Executive 

Director. “The resulting sculptural pieces allow designers and consumers to 

explore new realms of design.”  

 

The Bullet+Stone collection includes the Concrete Club lever handle, a relaxed 

take on modern silhouettes with fully rounded edges; the Concrete Quad lever 

handle, featuring straight, squared edges; and the Concrete Niki, a perfectly 

round knob. 

 

The hardware’s concealed fixing is suitable for all door thicknesses. The concrete 

comes standard in a Luna Grey finish; custom finishes are available upon 

request. Metals are available in all of Designer Doorware’s special finishes. 

 

About Designer Doorware 

Designer Doorware is an award-winning architectural hardware designer and 

manufacturer. Since its inception in 1996, the company has expanded into a 

sought-after resource for leading architects, designers, builders, and 

homeowners worldwide. Recognized for their exclusive designs and smart 

functionality, Designer Doorware collections enhance today’s clean, modernist 
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residential and commercial aesthetics. The company’s full product line 

encompasses door handles and knobs, sliding door handles, door accessories, 

cabinet hardware, and custom products to suit any space. For more information 

call Designer Doorware USA at (877) 751-1411 or visit DesignerDoorware.com 
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